
Cloud Audit
The intelligent choice for risk focused audits

Using the power of CaseWare Cloud, CaseWare’s new Company Audit software empowers audit 
teams to collaborate more effectively by accessing the latest client data anywhere, on any device, 
increasing efficiency by up to 50%. 

CaseWare’s intelligent file building tool removes irrelevant documents and procedures giving you 
the confidence that your audit has been specifically tailored to your client.

Review engagements quickly and identify issues accurately through the colour coded visualisation 
tool, allowing you to provide greater value-added insights to your clients. Designed to speed 
up your audit process with intelligent one-click responses and roll-forward ability, a fast update 
process ensures the minimum amount of work to achieve the maximum result.

Paperless tools you need for advanced audit automation for 
shorter, faster, risk focused audit
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Key benefits

Client Collaboration

Auditors can securely send and 
receive documents and track 

information requests

Intelligent File Building

Engagement files content has 
intelligence built in with users 

only seeing relevant documents 
and procedures

Visualisation

Identify issues quickly and 
provide value insights to  

your clients

Roll Forward

Documents, responses, questions, 
modifications and procedures can be 

carried forward

Update Process

Software is updated 
automatically, reducing IT 

administration requirements 

Performance

Developed to the highest 
possible standard, for very 

quick performance

Why the Cloud?
Cloud technology is changing accounting software and how accountants are working. Cloud 
platforms make data and software accessible from anywhere, anytime, from any device without 
a need for a central hub. 

Promoting greater collaboration is clearly key for accounting firms looking to impress prospects 
or retain clients, and the cloud has great advantages when it comes to promoting real-time 
collaboration by allowing firms to review, comment on and sign off files at the same time.

CaseWare's Cloud platform allows sensitive data to be transferred securely online through cloud-
based add-on tools - essential in this post GDPR world.


